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Abstract. Manual annotation has proven to be the bottleneck of authoring of adaptive hypermedia. Therefore, all means for supporting this authoring process by reusing automatically generated metadata are helpful. In this paper we discuss the integration of the generic AH authoring environment MOT into a semantic desktop environment. In this setup, the semantic desktop environment provides a rich source of automatically generated meta-data, while MOT provides a convenient way to enhance this meta-data manually, as needed for an adaptive course environment.

1 Introduction

Current desktop file structures are surprisingly poor from a semantic point of view. They merely provide fixed folder hierarchies and use simple names to denote entities. The \textit{semantic desktop} \cite{6,21} promises much richer structures: resources can be categorized by \textit{rich ontologies}, and \textit{semantic links} express various kinds of \textit{semantic relationships} between these \textit{resources}. For a document, for example, the semantic desktop stores not only a filename, but also information about where this paper was published, when and by whom, which of my colleagues sent it to me, and how often and in what context I accessed it. All these metadata are generated automatically, by the appropriate applications, and stored in an application independent way as RDF metadata, in the user’s personal data store. This rich set of metadata clearly makes it easier for the user to retrieve appropriate material for different contexts: for example, when he wants to select fitting materials for a course lecture. Of course, in this context, a course author still has to create basic lesson material, as well as add additional metadata information about course structures and other relevant attributes, like pedagogically relevant attributes. In this paper we will describe course authoring on the semantic desktop. Specifically, we describe the interaction and exchange of data between the Beagle++ environment \cite{2,5}, which is an advanced search and indexing engine for the desktop, generating and utilizing metadata information, and the adaptive hyperme-
dia authoring environment MOT [8,15], a sophisticated system for authoring personalized e-courses.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a motivating scenario for our work. Section 3 presents the concept of enriching metadata, as well as the input and output schemas applied. Section 4 describes the transformation workflow from both a conceptual and an implementation point of view. Finally, in section 5 we discuss the results and draw conclusions.

2 Scenario

The following motivating scenario for adaptive authoring builds upon both automatically and manually generated metadata:

Dr. Van Bos prepares a new on-line course on Adaptive Hypermedia for undergraduate 4th year TU/e students. The university work distribution allocates a limited amount of time for this, equivalent to the creation of a static, linear course. However,

- due to the fact that Dr. Van Bos considers it useful to be able to extend the course in the future with more alternative paths guided by adaptivity, but also,
- because he wants to benefit from automatic help during the authoring process, he uses a concept-based adaptive educational hypermedia authoring environment with adaptive authoring support, MOT [8,15]. This decision costs him slightly more time than the static course creation, as he has to manually divide his course into conceptual entities with explicit, independent semantics and semantic labeling.

The advantage is that the adaptive authoring system can afterwards automatically enrich the course based on pedagogical strategies. For instance, the system can consider the version of the Adaptive Hypermedia course created by Dr. Van Bos as the version for beginner students, which are only moderately interested in the subject, and don’t aspire at higher grades or deep knowledge on the subject. For advanced students, wishing to pass the course with high honors, or simply wanting to acquire more information for their future professional lives, the adaptive authoring system can use semantic personal desktop search to automatically find on Dr. Van Bos’s desktop any existing scientific papers that are relevant to the current course. These scientific papers can be used as alternative or additional material to the main storyline of the static course. This mechanism builds upon the following assumptions:

- as Dr. Van Bos is a specialist in the subject taught, his interest is wider than that given by the limitations of the course; he therefore both publishes and reads papers of interest on the subject, which are likely to be stored on his computer;
- these papers can be considered as useful extra resources for the current course, and can therefore be reused in this context;
- as this storing process has taken place over several years, Dr. Van Bos may not know exactly where on his computer each individual article relevant to the current course is;
- however, Dr. Van Bos has been using Beagle++ Semantic Desktop System [2, 5] to store both papers and all relevant metadata automatically, in RDF format.
This situation can be exploited by the authoring tool; a quick search will find some of Dr. Van Bos’s own papers on Adaptive Hypermedia, as well as some copies that he has of his colleagues on the topic, such as for instance the paper of Brusilovsky, called “Adaptive Educational Hypermedia: From generation to generation” [3], or the paper “Adaptive Authoring of Adaptive Hypermedia” [9]. He may have saved these papers by himself, or might have received them by e-mail, from a colleague working in the same field, or may have used his browser’s bookmarks to mark their position on the Web.

In order for these retrieved resources to be relevant to the overall Adaptive Hypermedia course, two conditions have to be fulfilled:

- the domain concept in the course where each resource is most relevant has to be found (the right information)
- the resource has to be afterwards bound to that particular domain concept (in the right place).

This means that the first paper can be added in the course at a higher level, somewhere next to the explanation of generic principles of adaptive hypermedia, whereas the second paper should only be placed somewhere in connection with the authoring process in adaptive hypermedia, otherwise its content might be too specific to follow.

How can Van Bos find the right resource and add it in the right place? The search can take place via the keywords labeling both the course pieces created by Van Bos, on the one hand, and the matching keywords labeling the papers and resources on his desktop (as described in section 4). The following sections will describe in more detail how Dr. Van Bos can enrich his course semi-automatically, without much extra work, as well as keep at all times the overall control and overview.

3 Enriching Metadata

As we have seen in our scenario, both automatically generated metadata as well as manually added metadata are important. The automatically generated metadata allow description and retrieval of the appropriate articles. The manual annotation step allows addition of additional content, as well as of attributes like pedagogical weights and labels, which are necessary to build the final adaptive course product. The following two sub-sections describe these two kinds of metadata in more detail.

3.1 Input Metadata Schema

Beagle [1] is a desktop search system implemented for Linux that indexes all documents on the user’s desktop. Beagle++ [2, 5] is an extension of Beagle that generates and stores additional metadata describing these documents, other resources, as well as their relationships. Such additional metadata automatically annotate material the user has read, used, written or commented upon. Three such obvious sources of desktop behavior information are: files on the desktop, Internet browsing and files stored from the Internet, and mail exchanges and files stored from mail attachments [5, 13]. Figure
1 shows an instance of this ontology depicting files annotated with their publication metadata, file system attributes, web history, as well as the mail context (e.g., the fact that files are attached to specific e-mails).

Fig. 1. RDF schema of metadata from Beagle++ [2]

In Figure 1, the ellipse in the upper left part describes emails (with subject, body, sender and status attributes) and their attachments. The ellipse in the upper right part describes publications written by several authors at different conferences (with title, publication year, etc.). The ellipse in the lower left part shows web cache history representation (web pages visited and dates of visits). Finally, the ellipse in the lower right part of Figure 1 describes files that are saved on a person’s desktop, with their name and specific directory. Files on the desktop may have been saved via any of the other three processes (from emails, from websites, or from conferences), so an attachment entity and a file entity may refer to the same object. There is currently however no version control in Beagle++, so no clear relationship found between versions of the same file.

3.2 Output Metadata Schema

These files and metadata are however not enough to generate a complete course. Specifically, we have to add information about the hierarchical structure and order of the material in the context of a lesson, as well as additional pedagogical annotations describing which students the material is best suited for (e.g., beginner versus advanced). Figure 2 shows this target schema, as defined in MOT (My Online Teacher
[8]), an adaptive hypermedia authoring system. The schema describes two models used in the adaptive hypermedia authoring paradigm: the domain map (left side of Figure 2) and the lesson (right side of the figure).

A domain map is composed of a hierarchy of concepts. Each domain concept has concept attributes, containing or linking to e-learning content alternatives describing the same concept. In addition to the hierarchical model, domain concepts can also connect to related concepts.

A lesson is composed of a hierarchy of sub-lessons. The lesson represents a filtered, pedagogically labeled, weighted and ordered version of the concept attributes (see the relation between sub-lessons and concept attributes).

4 Transformation workflow

Beagle++ stores all metadata in the Sesame RDF database [18]. All Beagle++ components, which generate metadata (for example, the email, publication, web cache and file metadata generators) add the metadata to this database. All Beagle++ components which use metadata (for example, the search and indexing module, the ranking module or the browsing modules) retrieve their data from this repository, and, in some cases, write back new data (such as the PageRank value for documents or other resources).

It is easy to accommodate additional modules in this environment by writing appropriate interface components, which read and write from this repository. This is what we have done for MOT [8, 15], as described in this paper. For our scenario, we have focused on the semi-automatic addition of articles stored on the user’s desktop to a MOT lesson [8]. In MOT, this addition is done to an existing lesson. Based on his pedagogic goals, the author can process the data by changing labels and weights and adding other information on the article. After this enrichment the lesson can be imported back into the RDF store. We use CAF (Common Adaptation Format [7], a
system-independent XML exchange format) in order to simplify the transformation process from RDF to the MOT MySQL storage format.

4.1 RDF2CAF

In this step, we transform available articles into a CAF sub-lesson. This is a semi-automatic step, where the author selects a lesson in MOT and then the system searches (based on keywords and title) for related articles in the Sesame data store. This is done by a Java utility which takes the metadata in the Sesame store and the lesson in CAF format as input and generates a new (updated) lesson as CAF file. As the articles are stored in files on the desktop, as an extra step, they have to be physically transported to the supporting server for MOT. This step, as well as the fact that the author can check first what is added before performing the addition, ensure that confidential files are not mistakenly publicized.

Enrichment of the lesson and domain model

As MOT is mainly a tool for authoring educational (adaptive) material, the internal information structures are based on strict hierarchies (see Figure 2). When enriching the domain-model and lesson, we of course want to get the right information in the right place in this hierarchy.

To achieve this, the program first queries the Sesame database, using as search terms title and keywords of each domain concept found in the current lesson. This procedure may result in the same file being relevant in many places within the hierarchy. The query looks as follows:

\[
\text{select } x \text{ from } x \{p\} y \text{ where } y \text{ like } "*\text{keyword}" \text{ ignore case}
\]

where \( x \) is an entity or attribute; \( p \) is a relationship and \( y \) is an entity or instance.

Next, to ensure that we add every resource only once, the place with highest 'relevance' is sought. Relevance is computed as follows:

\[
\text{rank}(a,c) = \frac{\text{card}(k(c) \cap k(a))}{\text{card}(k(a))}
\]

where:

- \( \text{rank}(a,c) \) is the rank of article \( a \) with respect to the current domain concept \( c \);
- \( k(c) \) is the set of keywords belonging to the current domain concept \( c \);
- \( k(a) \) is the set of keywords belonging to the current article \( a \);

If a resource is ranked equally for two domain concepts in the hierarchy, we add it to the topmost concept. The comparison takes place top-down. This means that the same resource may appear only in one of the siblings, if their rank is similar. The number of articles to be added to any concept is limited to 3, as adding too many articles to one concept probably confuses the learner rather than help her.

\[1\] Further ranking functions and ranking algorithms are considered, as a choice for the author.
4.2 CAF2MOT

The import of CAF files into MOT is implemented as a PHP script and done in two steps. First, the domain map is processed. During this process, an associative array is created as a lookup table. In this table, every domain concept attribute created is stored as follows:

```
[name_of_domain_map\name_of_concept_1\...\name_of_concept_N\attribute_name] => attribute_id
```

This allows a faster lookup in the next step then would be possible by doing a direct query on the database.

In the second step, the lesson and its parts are generated. While importing, conflicts between lesson names or names of domain maps may occur. There are currently three ways of handling this:

- The author can choose to not care about it and as a result get multiple domain maps and lessons with the same name in MOT.
- The second option is to have domain maps and lessons with conflicting names renamed. In this case, after the import, the user will see a list with the conflicting names and be asked for new names.
- The third option is to merge lessons and domain maps with the same name (taking into consideration that they might be extensions of each other). For domain maps, merging means that two domain maps with the same name are compared, concept by concept. Domain concepts and attributes that were not present before are added. This merge option is essential to our application. For our purposes a lesson is exported, then articles are added to the CAF file and then the CAF file is imported back into MOT with the merge option. Using this merge option means that possible additions made to the lesson between the export and the import will not be deleted, and IDs of already existing attributes will not change, so other lessons using one of the adapted domain maps will not be affected.

As the CAF format, which is a portable format used in several adaptive hypermedia systems, does not include the lesson name, this can be exported as a separate XML file. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the CAF import interface.

Fig. 3. Importing from CAF to MOT (My On-line Teacher)

4.3 Working in MOT

In MOT, the data and metadata imported from Sesame can be reordered and edited.
Figure 4 shows an extract of editing in the lesson environment (the import from Beagle++ generates extra information both for the domain map as well as for the lesson). The paper called ‘Adaptive Educational Hypermedia: From generation to generation’ and all its relevant metadata (title, authors, references, conference where presented) have been added automatically during extraction to the ‘Adaptive Hypermedia’ domain concept, at the highest level in the hierarchy. The paper ‘Adaptive Authoring of Adaptive Educational Hypermedia’ has been added to the domain concept ‘Authoring of Adaptive Hypermedia’, in a lower position in the hierarchy, as it is a more specific paper. The author can now manually add pedagogical labels to this new material, labeling the material ‘adv’ for advanced learners.

4.3 MOT2RDF

MOT2CAF

Importing MOT into CAF is also implemented as a PHP script. First, the lesson is constructed, based on the lesson hierarchy of the CAF XML file. During this process, a list of the mappings between lesson objects and domain objects is kept. After producing the lesson, the corresponding domain map is generated. Every domain map used in the lesson is added to the domain model, with all its sub lessons.

CAF2RDF

For the sake of flexibility, the MOT lessons should also be exported as RDF; we are currently implementing this step. These RDF data can then be used again by Beagle++ [2]. The schema of the RDF metadata is the one as described in [9]. Since we already export the CAF file and the extra information file, and they are both in an XML format, we can use a XSLT style sheet and do an XSLT transformation to translate these two files into one RDF file describing the lesson. The RDF MOT output then looks as
shown in Figure 2. If we export the changed information to RDF so that it can again be used by Beagle++, we might introduce duplicates. If the duplicates are exact duplicates, and overwrite existing information, this is obviously not a problem. If, however, the information contradicts existing information, the effects may be less desirable. A solution to this problem would be to keep track of which objects were already present, and not export those. However, in this case, any changes made to data with MOT [8] would not be reflected. Therefore, if an author manually corrects some error, this will not appear in the target RDF. On the other hand, an author may make changes which are only valid in a particular context (e.g., for the given domain domain maps), and do not apply to the resource in general. If changes would overwrite the original, this could have undesired effects. There are two possible solutions to this problem:

- We search for the existence of the resources to be exported and ask the user whether to overwrite the current resources or not.
- We save the information together with its context as a new information item.

7 Conclusion

The semantic desktop is a rich source of metadata about resources as well as relationships between these resources. While many of these metadata can be generated automatically, some additional metadata necessary for adaptive courses still have to be added manually. In this paper we have described how the semantic desktop, building on Semantic Web techniques, can be interfaced with a sophisticated adaptive hypermedia authoring environment. The semantic desktop system provides automatically generated metadata describing publications and other materials relevant for an advanced course. The MOT authoring system adds context and pedagogical information.

Future issues we are currently investigating focus on flexible ways to describe metadata in this environment. Conventional schemas are not suited for that purpose, as they cannot cope with changing or evolving schemas, which are very important for the semantic desktop (new tasks make new metadata attributes necessary, additional data sources with additional schemas will be added over time, etc.) The solution we are currently working on relies on malleable schemas [11] to flexibly describe our metadata, and on fuzzy querying and matching, based on these schemas, to flexibly retrieve metadata.
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